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In this film his experiences gained from the military life of the country are reflected. Awards:Nominated for the BAFTA for “Best Editing” Scenes External links Category:1987 films Category:British films Category:1980s action films Category:Films directed by David Jones Category:Films shot in Sri Lanka Category:Films set in Sri Lanka Category:Films set in Thailand Category:Films set in
Vietnam Category:Films scored by Rupert Hine Category:War adventure films Category:English-language films Category:Films with screenplays by David Webb Peoples Category:EMI Films films Category:Films about the United States Marine Corps Category:Films shot at Pinewood Studios Category:Films shot at Shepperton Studios Category:Films shot in Surrey Category:Films shot in Thailand
Category:Films shot in London Category:Films based on American novelsQ: Where is the energy for weight loss stored? The reason we don't lose weight during sleep is because we burn energy during sleep so no energy is left to be lost. Is energy stored in the body just as fat is? A: The body does not store energy. It stores mass. The number of calories stored in the body is proportional to body weight,
not to fat content. This is just a fact. According to this source, the total amount of energy stored in the body is approximately 3.3 MJ. The amount of energy used is dependent on whether you are active or not. The energy used for standing is between 1.5 and 2.5 MJ/h for the average adult. An average person expends about 2 MJ/day while sitting. A sedentary person expends between 1.5 and 2.5
MJ/day. (4.5 - 7.5 MJ/day on a bicycle). (Source) The reason that there is not enough energy to be stored, even during sleep, is that we burn about 2 MJ/day. So if you say that the body doesn't store energy, you are incorrect. The body stores mass as fat, but not energy. When you take in a food, the body converts that food to a chemical called ATP. 82157476af
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